It is an almost universally accepted assumption that the adaptive features of vertebrate evolution have arisen solely through the natural selection of genes. While evolutionary biologists recognize many processes that change gene frequencies in populations (drift, mutation, selfish DNA), gene-based natural selection is thought to be the only process capable of enhancing the fit between organism and environment. According to Eytan Avital and Eva Jablonka (henceforth A & J) in this respect 'conventional evolutionary theory is rarely adequate and is often misleading'. A & J maintain that the genecentred view of evolution is wrong because it neglects the 'well-established fact that, in mammals and birds, the transfer of learnt information across generations is both ubiquitous and indispensable'.
For A & J, social learning is everywhere. Great tits learn their diets by observing the food preferences of other birds, young mice learn safe routes around their environments by following their mothers, nestling birds learn begging rates from their older siblings, and female monkeys adopt their mother's maternal style. Grouplevel traditions of foraging methods and locations, of songs and vocalizations, of criteria for mate preferences, of methods of nest building, can all be found across broad taxonomic groups. According to A & J, these behavioural traditions affect the evolution of many vertebrate species in a multitude of ways, which include allowing the inheritance of acquired characters, the cultural selection of 'cultural' variation, and the socially learned modification of selection pressures.
Are they correct? It is true that evolutionary biologists rarely consider animal protocultural traditions. Historically, the topic of social learning has suffered by virtue of having never been central to thinking in any of the major approaches to the study of animal behaviour, including comparative psychology, ethology, behavioural ecology and sociobiology. It is only recently that it has started to make an impact, and is currently a burgeoning field of investigation. As A & J state, 'today there is hardly an issue of an evolution-orientated behavioural journal that does not publish at least one article on social learning or the local traditions of animal populations'. Few researchers into animal social learning doubt that virtually all vertebrates are capable of learning through observing or interacting with another animal.
It is also well established that the cultural transmission of learned information from one generation to the next creates a second inheritance system that can interact with genetic inheritance in rich and complex ways. 'Gene-culture co-evolutionary theory' is a branch of theoretical population genetics that explores how human genetic evolution influences culture, and how culture can drive or codirect at least some genetic changes in human populations (see Feldman & Laland 1996 for a review). This body of mathematical theory has established that transgenerational social learning does indeed act like the inheritance of acquired characteristics, and that it can significantly change selection pressures to drive biological evolution. The mathematics is supported by a body of empirical data from studies of human populations. Thus, to the extent that animal protoculture resembles human culture, the processes that A & J advocate as instrumental in evolution are certainly theoretically plausible.
However, notwithstanding recent evidence for rapid biological evolution, in order to modify selection pressures for long enough to generate a significant genetic response, animal social transmission would have to be stable for at least tens or hundreds of generations. Humans aside, it is not yet clear to what extent social learning supports such entrenched traditions. Much available evidence implies that animal protocultures are short-term, transient responses to fluctuations in environmental resources, but this does not rule out the possibility that some traditions are longer established.
